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12P.R.11. | Demonstrate an understanding of factoring polynomials of degree 
greater than 2 (limited to polynomials of degree < 5with integral 
coefficients). 

11P.R.12 Graph and analyze polynomial functions (limited to polynomial functions 
of degree < 5). 
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Chapter 3: POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS 

3.1 — Characteristics of Polynomial Functions 
  

Polynomial Function: A function of the form 

F(X) = An x + Onyx" 1 + Ag_gx™? + + aQX* + 4X + Ay 

where n = SA Knell e ee ( EC SPONa as ) 
  

  

x= 1S Oo Var able 

  an and Ao = Can \o e On” \ VY olQees 

Example 

The following are examples of polynomial functions. 

  

f(x) =3x-5 h(x) = x? + 2x*+x-2 
g(x) = x?+3x-17 y=xit+ 7x3 -1 

Example #1 

_——? 
Identify the functions that are not polynomials and state why. Va 

fou —————_9 . 

Lia Ss rm 

a) g(x) =vVx+5 “\ = ‘or S (adicaS foes 

. \ \ 
b) y = |x| N ot \ A bsolute valve es ALTIS AD 4 

  

  

c) Fa) = 3x* 
  

  

\ | 

djy= x8 —7 N) ot ° 2 QO ret AST aX 

e) y = 2x3 + 3x*-4x-1 
  

fyh(x) =i Not l We exporert is ast a Hhole At 

* 1 
hlx) = * eas \\N 2 

OY Pg. #5 
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“ 

End Behaviour: Ahe be havior O +S ne 
  

  

uw values as | x gets tntinkly lem Big 
3 on a) 

Degree: Whe PEST WwW Wn TR ON Wes | RAMOS ALAS 
  eo 

Constant Term:“\ ~é term wo dh GY A 

Voc Lalo Cs 

  

  

Leading Coefficient: Wane Co et Wore Toya Vw oy }- ot 

Ane deem with Ane hehe st 
C_ywyre ~2 AY + 

  

  

Example #2 
  

For each polynomial function, state the degree, the leading coefficient, and the 
constant term of each polynomial function. 

a) y = 3x* — 2x5 +4 ¢ 
— _ can hop 

- Degree > - Leading Coefficient “n - Constant Term 

b) y= -4x3 —4x +3 

-Degree_~- - Leading Coefficient i
 

- Constant Term 

c) f(x) =3x-5 
~) . F 

- Degree - Leading Coefficient - Constant Term 

d) f(x) = -6x4 — 2x +-O 
al / 2 

- Degree \ - Leading Coefficient ~~ lo - Constant Term O 

Pg. #6
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Compare the graphs of even degree and odd degree functions. How does the leading 

term affect the general behaviour of the papi 

ge A \ae hay 
vO - | 

  

‘ 

Th 

a) The equations and graphs of several even-degree polynomials are shown below 

Study these graphs and generalize the end behaviour of even-degree polynomials. 

© oo ft f(x) = x?-x +6 m= =X? 

quadratic 

vii f a | viii im 

7 7 ™_ V 
f(x) = = -xi+ 7x? - f(x) = -x* - 439 +x2+7x-3 f(x 

arti quartic 

  

quadratic 

  

  quartic . "quartic   
  What do you notice about the end behaviour of an even-degree polynomial when 

The leading coefficient is positive? The leading coefficient is negative? 
= 

FAA gee a co 

  
—) 9 EEN ve in ko —~ Opn dowry Urbo 

QTM and OAV Qe as QT 
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b) The equations and graphs of several odd-degree polynomials are shown below. 
Study these graphs and generalize the end behaviour of odd-degree polynomials. 

  

  

  

aa f(x) = -x? 
linear linear robbie 

Vv ! | vi | : vii Vili 

f(x) = x?- 2x?-2x+6 f(x) = -x3+ 7x f(x) = XS f(x) = -x5= 4x + 40x? + 160x? = 144x - 576 
cubic cubic quintic quintic . 
  

What do you notice about the end behaviour of an odd-degree polynomial when... 

  

  

  

The leading coefficient is positive? The leading coefficient is negative? 

“eo dow A dabho Qi i Ho ve Pah Q TX 
J “ ; —t- 

Bad WO Lado (yt Ord dassnr into QW 
“ N 

4     

  

Notes 

e The graph of a polynomial function must be smooth and continuous 
The graph has at most (n — 1) turning points 

The function has at most rn roots (x — intercepts) 
All polynomial functions have y — intercept at ay, the constant term of the 
function Pg. #8 
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Example #3 

Match the following polynomials with its corresponding graph. 
\ 

1.) f(x) = 2x9 — ax? +x 42 ) 

2.) g(x) = —x* + 10x27 +5x—-6 

3.) A(x) = —2x° + 5x3 -x4+1 

4.) p(x) = x* -— 5x3 +16 

  

  

  

Date: 
  

  

  

S 

  

4 
a) Answer: b) Answer: 

U 
40+ 

3 5 4 g * 

4 3 2 

-60++ 

c) Answer: X d) Answer: 

        
Pg. #9
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Chapter 3: POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS 

3.2 — The Remainder Theorem 

  

R11   

      

  

We are going to learn how to divide a polynomial by a binomial. 

Long Division (Method #1) 

  

  

Dividend = Polynomial 

Divisor = Binomial (x — a) 

Quotient = Answer 
  

  

  

Example #1 

Divide the following expression ete 

X +S 

7 _ ( ~ 43% ; 

SX 1S 

—-CSK iS) 

K#-3 

After you divide, your answer can be written in two forms: 

  
  

©) Div de fr est 

depn in He 

Sindead by tre 
Past darn ta 

Hn e Ady SQ « 

(2) Mulhely is 

low tach te&or 

ML treed Cri Sar       

@) eC vae \ a o nw A“ 

Tne NER‘ KLE 

LN nr nud 

y
o
 

  

1) 
Dividend 

Divisor 
  = Quotient + 

Divisor 

remainder 
(oR | 2) Dividend = (Divisor)(Quotient) + remainder 

  

Answer to the above example: 
  

KARE XK HS 

  

— 

X+4+>% Kr 

mis ©. SxS =Err) Os) HO 
  

Note: Since the remainder is 0, this tells us that (x + 3) is a factor of the polynomial 
x* ++8x+15 

Note: The restriction on the variable is x # —3 since division by 0 is not defined.
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Synthetic division is an alternate form of long division that we can use to divide 
polynomials. 

This type of division uses only the coefficients of each equation. 

Steps: 
  1. Rearrange the equation in descending order 

2. Write only the coefficients of the polynomial. If 
any are missing, fill in their spot with a zero. 
3. Bring down the first coefficient. 
4. Multiply by the divisor. 
5. Add that number to the second coefficient. 

6. Repeat steps 4-6 until there are no more 

coefficients to bring down.       7. Write the resulting numbers as the coefficients of 

a new polynomial. The last number will be the remainder. 

  

  

  

Example #2 

. , .  X274+8x415 aK. feo 
Divide the following expression =a Ke A Jt YiSo 

ne rs Se J 

4, —\S 

x 

4 | | S O 

i D — t _— 

Ker ~ Lx tS + LH 

ED Kt 

Pg. #12
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Example #3 OX a 
I 

wf 
Divide 2x* + 2x? -x+4byx+2 

-“KH1Q2 aoa-| 4 

° -{ yg _¥ 1% 

XR -24 “A 2d + 
  

  

Vy 4.3 vat Le } 
ole ae RATT arr -Qy a tx = 4 + Aa 

YR Kr 2 

    

Example #4 
A OX 

Divide (2x? + 5x* +9) +(x +3) 

w~{Q2 S 0.4 

  

  

  

3 Co 

actsx tl = QL > —K%4 5 4+_0 
xt e Kt 3
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Example #5 

Divide x? — 2x7 +6x-—12byx-1 

ne es ee 

  

  

Date: 
  

koe De te AS _ wt eS 7 

YM 
=| 

Example #6 
  

Divide x? — 7x? — 6x +72 by x— 4 Uh mt US ne 

CO RNALET 4S 

YORE P=) + FX 
64 -—t+Ule)- ANTS 

\O 

C) 

t 4 —\,{ 27 7 + “4 Ov 

Pg. #14
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Chapter 3: POLYNOMIAL FUNCTIONS 

3.3 — The Factor Theorem 
  

The Factor Theorem tells us whether or not the divisor (x — a) is a factor of the 
dividend. 

If there is no remainder (i.e. the remainder = 0), then the divisor is a factor. 

  

The Factor Theorem states that (x — a) is a factor of P(x) 
if and only if P(a) = 0       

Example #1 
  

a) Determine whether or not x + 2 is a factor of P(x) = x° + 4x? +x—6 

PL-a) as (-a) + a (-2)°- A -be 

(7( -L) = -S 44 C4 ) ~AQ-lo 

PL-2Z)= “S E-lo HB 
eC = £ “ ( +2) ‘Ss 
(—& © as @ ® LW . . 

\ ) : Ov De qos \ 

b) If x + 2 is a factor, completely factor P(x) = x3 + 4x? +x—-6 

Dv ce PCK) bw (<*A) 

-aji rt 4H 1 -bo 

xl % an © 
+f bo a-5 8 
  

poy = Le) Ot ax ) 
Pg. #17 
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Example #2 
  

Completely factor P(x) = x? — 7x + 6 

To do this, we must find the factors of P(x) = x? — 7x + 6. 

Let’s use the Remainder Theorem. 

Try (x +1) P(-1) = (-1)?-7(-1) +6 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

P(-1) = 

p(-y=_ O 

Try (x+2) P(-2) = (—2)? —7(-2) +6 

P(-2) = 

P(-2)#_O 

Try (x—3) P(3) = (3)?-7(3) +6 

P(3) = 

P(3)= © 

Try (x«-1) PQ)= (1)? —7(1)+6 

P(1) = 

pay=__ ©   

PCX) = («-) Yx-2t) Ox > 

There must be an easier way than randomly guessing infinitely many times... 

Pg. #18
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Integral Zero Theorem 

Expand the following expression: 

. “h 

~—DetDe-H)= 0 XK EK ALO 

Note: The factors of the polynomial are (x — 1), (x + 2) and (x — 5) 

The zeros of the polynomial are 1, —-2 and 5 

  

(Z 
Note: When we multiply all of the factors, the constant is +10, which means that only 

factors of 10 can be factors of the polynomial. 
7a 

ay This is known as the Integral Zero Theorem —p~ - 

  

The Integral Zero Theorem states that if (x — a) is a factor of the polynomial function 
P(x) with integral coefficients, then a is a factor of the constant term of P(x). 

  

  

    

Pg. #19
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Example #3 ney 

  

\ 
a) Find all of the possible zeros of the following polynomial: 

+ | Am el 

Vaceoes al G 
b) Completely factor the polynomial above. 

¥¢x) ras x” — Bx=—ox+& 

() Create a Ws of eos sible integer ewes » 
c | 

@) we 
neat Lowerles . 

Ane, rae pod ANNs oct ~~ ho vad OnLE- 

Rew) — Q°-2@) -—6(Z2)4 & 

fe)= % 3(4 ) —\an+% 

Cay = Bye 
pia) #O 

en etl 4 “+A \K a Pe, VO . 

fc-e) 

(S) Divide - @ Fea! \ 

f Plx)e(ra )(x= ‘Dt x <!) 
Log 

  

~-321/1 73 -6 % 

2 10 8 f 

ss 4 OS 
Pixs) = Cxtd) (xs a+4) 

_ 
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Example #4 is 

a) Find all of the possible Jeros of the following polynomial: 

f(x) = 2x3 — 3x2 8x 4125 _ £2 £2 = 4 £b, #VN 
i - 

b) Completely factor the polynomial above. 

Pe (-a ) =o 

Si = (a) ( ar-3) Ore). 

“oy 

x Wnte rCeé o+3 

c) Determine the zerés of f(x). 

Oo = cu) (ax 3) Cxt2 ) 

Pg. #21
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Example #5 

a) Completely factor P(x) = x* — 5x? + 2x? + 20x — 24 | wos res 

PUx) = Cx 3)(x« -2)% (xd) 

b) Determine the zeros of P(x). 

O-= Cx-3) Ce-2) = Cxt 3) 

~~ 3, 2,728 
Pg. #22
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The Remainder Theorem 

Date: 
  

The remainder theorem allows us to obtain the value of the remainder without 

actually dividing. 
  

  
When P(x) is divided by (x — a) the remainder is P(a) 

  
  

Example #7 
——— —— 

— 

Use the remainder theorem)to determine the remainder when the polynomial 

P(x). =x? =5x? = is divided by the following binomials. 

Verify your solution using either long division or synthetic division. 

a)x+1 

Or - 3 

P(-1) =€1) “S([-.)-1F( A) La| 

Pi) = mH AVHS el tra 

A-aAy = Sa 

  

b)x-1 

f : : aa % _ me \ 

PU)= Ci) 7s (\) 1 ai) +a | 

(?( () = ©) 

e ; \ —\ LS 

QO L p. LO Pore, 

sp Pts) 

Ll 

oH
 

  
Pg. #15
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